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OPERA
T90 sharp
R/F remote-controlled 
table with digital flat panel 
detector
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OUTSTANDING 
PERFORMANCES
OPERA T90 Sharp is the innovatory R/F remote-
controlled table specifically conceived for the 
best combination with state-of-the-art flat 
panel detectors: utmost flexibility of application, 
operational efficiency and premium image quality 
in any radiography and fluoroscopy procedures.
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Unique system allowing the longitudinal 
translation of the complete examination 
table support group towards the right  
(foot side) or the left (head side).

Optimized workflow in 
routine and specialized 
procedures: 
- skeletal system
- thorax and lungs
- gastroenterology
- urology and gynaecology
- paediatrics 
- emergency and trauma
- tomography
- tomosynthesis
- image stitching 
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REDUCED TABLETOP-TO-FLOOR 
DISTANCE

Comfortable access also for elderly 
people and patients with reduced 
mobility thanks to the tabletop that can 
be lowered down to only 50 cm from 
the floor.
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ACCURATE 
DIAGNOSIS
+/-90° tilting movement and remarkable SID (up to 
180 cm) ensure the best execution of radiographic 
incidences, as well as tomographic, tomosynthesis 
and stitching procedures.

Complete translation of the stand and digital detector 
onto both ends of the examination table and reduced 
tabletop-to-floor distance facilitate the execution 
of specialized examinations also of patients in 
wheelchair.
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CONTROLS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
OPERA T90 Sharp is equipped with cutting-edge control console which includes the controls of both
generator and digital system: ergonomical features and intuitiveness to manage the complete remote-
controlled system with extreme immediateness.
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Advanced digital system ensuring dose reduction and enhanced images. The workflow is significantly 
improved  through the whole process for image acquisition, processing, storage and transmission in 
fluoro, rad, tomography and thomosynthesis procedures.

VALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC  
INFORMATION
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GET IN TOUCH

GENERAL MEDICAL MERATE SPA

Via Partigiani, 25

24068  SERIATE  (BG) - Italy

Phone +39 035 45 25 311

Fax  +39 035 29 77 87

info@gmmspa.com


